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Abstract—The aim of this article is to present an introduction
to the speech emotion recognition. The first tests of emotional
speech recognition and the process of the emotional database
recording are described, too. The purposes of emotion detection
are depicted and possible algorithms of emotion detection from
human speech communication are listed. The results of the first
tests on the database are presented and compared with other
institutions.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Nonverbal communication covers great area of different
signals which follow human verbal communication.
Nonverbal communication includes gestures, head and body
movement, facial gaze, voice intonation and others.
Even when human emotions are hard to characterize and
categorize the effort of its recognition increased in recent
years due to the wide variety of applications that benefit from
such technology.
Emotion recognition has lots of useful applications, for
example in Human-Robotic Interfaces where robots can be
taught to interact with humans and recognize human
emotions (for example robotic pets could be able to
understand to human commands), in call-centers where the
„smart“ robotic system can replace human operators, in
intelligent spoken tutoring systems to fill the gap between
human and computer tutors and others.
Emotion recognition solutions depend on which emotion is
wanted to be recognized by a machine and for what purpose.
In general there are six basic emotional states: neutral,
happiness, fear, sadness, anger and disgust (or surprise). In
this article we focus in four emotional states: neutral,
happiness, sadness and anger.
II. SPEECH EMOTION RECOGNITION
The main task of speech emotion recognition is
appropriate voice processing. Human speech includes much
more information than verbal text only. Each human voice is
unique and in each human speech are coded emotions of the
very speaker (different people use different tone in case of
talking in anger, happiness or when even whisper). Besides
human voice is changing, in cases of illness or even in the
morning sounds, the human voice is a bit different than
during the day.
Automatic emotion recognition of speech can be viewed as
a pattern recognition problem [1]. The results of emotion

recognition are characterized by: a) the features that are
involved in the speaker’s emotional state, b) the type of
required emotions; c) the type of classifier used in the
experiments and finally d) the database used for training and
testing the classifier. The final results are obtained by
comparison of classifiers in which case the same dataset and
set of emotions is used.
Dellaert et al. [2] used in comparison three classifiers: the
maximum likelihood Bayes classification, kernel regression,
and k-nearest neighbor (K-NN) methods and was interested
particularly in emotions of sadness, anger, happiness, and
fear. The features used in this experiment were the pitch
contour and the reached accuracy was 60%-65%.
In the experiment of Lee et al. [3] the linear
discrimination, k-NN classifiers, and support vector
machines (SVM) where used to distinguish two emotions
states: negative and non-negative. In this case the maximum
accuracy was 75%.
Navas et al. [4] provided two experiments of recognizing
of joy, sadness, anger, disgust, surprise and fear. In the first
one the short-term spectral features where used. The shorttime statistics refer to the features obtained from the frame of
the speech in short time intervals. The team of Navas used
18-MFCC and their first derivates. For each emotion in the
database was built a GMM with 256 Gaussian mixtures.
In the second experiment long-term prosodic feature where
used. The long-time statistics refer to the features calculated
from speech parameters during a long time interval. The
long-term features consist of different statistics calculated the
pitch curve and it’s first and seconds derivates, as well as
from the first and second derivates of the power curve. The
mentioned statistics where mean, variance, minimum range,
skewness and kurtosis and finally jitter and shimmer values
where also estimated and append to the final vector.
The results for emotional states differed approximately
from 100% to 94%, in case of short-time analysis and from
97% to 83% in case of long-term analysis.
III. EMOTIONAL DATABASE RECORDING
The recording of posed emotions in 16 neutral sentences –
speech utterances (four different type of sentences) was done
for only 30 speakers for now (male/female, different ages,
accents), using 4 emotional states (angry, neutral, happiness,
sad) and 4 background conditions (home, quiet, public place,
office) using notebook as a recording device.
The four different neutral sentences without an emotional
meaning were spoken using four emotional speech states.
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Recordings were done using notebook microphone in 48kHz
16bit WAV PCM format. Every speaker records 16 sentences
in one background environment (home, quiet, public place or
office). Then the recordings were converted using sox [5] tool
to RAW format recordings. Next the recordings were labeled
according to the emotional state posed in the speech segment.
After the Master Label File (MLF) [6] was generated using
automated Perl scripts from the whole database, the
configuration files for HTK tools were prepared (grammar
file, dictionary, list of all speech files, list of emotions, HMM
prototype, etc.).
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Fig. 2. The emotional states of the spoken segment recognition accuracy
changed according to configuration of the HMM prototype and the number of
the states.
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IV. FEATURE EXTRACTION AND TRAINING
Only a short-time analysis [4] was done using the HMM
models. The MFCC (Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficient)
coefficients were used for feature extraction from the speech
segments. More feature extraction configurations were tested.
The energy (0), log-energy (E), delta (D), delta-delta acceleration (A) coefficients and cepstral mean subtraction
(Z) parameter were tested and the recognition results were
compared. The best configuration was when computing
thirteen MFCC log-energy, delta and acceleration coefficients
with cepstral mean subtraction (E_D_A_Z) as we can see on
the Figure 1 below.
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Fig. 3. The emotional states of the spoken segment recognition accuracy raised
according to the number of PDF mixtures on the HMM model state.
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V. TESTING
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Fig. 1. The emotional states of the spoken segment recognition accuracy
changed according to the feature extraction configuration.

The next step was testing different types of HMM
prototypes (Fig 2). The left-right, and different ergodic
prototypes from 3 to 7 states were trained and than tested
using the same feature extraction configuration. The best
result was reached using 5-state ergodic model with a small
possibility to transit between all states (except the entering
and emitting state).
Also a testing of different numbers of the PDF (Power
Density Function) mixtures was done using from 2 to 256
PDF on the state. The recognition accuracy raised together
with the number of the PDF mixtures on the state (Fig. 3). So
for the first recognizer configuration the 256 PDF mixtures
on the state of the HMM model was used.

The testing was realized using Viterbi decoding algorithm
from HTK Tools (HVite). The recorded speech utterances
were divided to training and testing part in the rate of 2:1.
The training part was used only for training and the testing
part was used only for automatic recognition. The HMM
model produced sometimes more than one result for one
speech utterance. For example sadness was recognized for the
first half and neutral for the second half of the speech
utterance sentence. That’s why the sum of the recognized
emotions in the anger column is more than one hundred
percent. The complete confusion matrix is shown below in
the Table 1.
TABLE I
CONFUSION MATRIX [% OF RECOGNIZED EMOTION TO ORIGINAL]
ORIGINAL EMOTION
RECOGNIZED:
ANGER
SADNESS
HAPPINESS
NEUTRAL
ANGER
SADNESS
HAPPINESS
NEUTRAL

66
5
26
14

8
50
11
34

17
11
54
11

6
33
8
40
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As we can see the anger and the happiness emotional
speech is better recognized. The problem is to recognize the
difference between neutral and sadness emotional speech.
Both are uncertain also for humans, because there are
differences not only between the men and women expression
[7] of the emotions, but also there are differences between
emotion expressions in the various cultures.
Next the verification of the results using emotional speech
utterances recognized by humans will be done. All speech
utterances will be recognized by humans and only utterances
where the human recognized emotion corresponds with the
original emotion will be used for training the automatic
emotional speech recognition engine.
Then also testing will be done on the filtered utterances of
the posed emotional speech. This process will filter the error,
which corresponds to a bad acting of the emotions of the nonprofessional speakers in the recorded database. After the
testing will be done the comparing of the results will answer
the question how important is a good acting in posed
emotional database recording.
VI. COMPARING THE RESULTS
So finally only a short-time analysis [4] using the 5-state
ergodic HMM models was done with overall 51.13%
accuracy using MFCC_E_D_A_Z parameterization, 256 PDF
on each of the 5-state ergodic HMM prototype. In the future
will this emotional speech recognition algorithm trained and
tested using a bigger spontaneous emotional database with
also the background conditions annotated (using F-measures
[8]) after the annotation process will be done from the
previously recorded live TV discussions.
This non-verbal information about the emotion of the
spoken speech segment could give the hearing impaired users
of the recognized speech utterances database a better
understanding of the automatic transcribed texts, which could
lead to better information efficiency [11].
The 51.13% recognition accuracy for recognizing one of
four possible emotional states is not clearly comparable with
the tests of the other institutions mentioned before. For
example Dellaert et al. [2] reached 60% overall accuracy but
recognizing 6 emotional states in speech utterances. Navas et
al. [4] from Basque university reached 95% overall accuracy
for recognizing six emotions, but on various bigger emotional
speech databases as Idoia (665 emotional speech utterances)
[9], Karolina and Pello (700 sentences) [10].
VII. CONCLUSION
The interesting application for speech utterance emotion
recognition is the automatic transcription of the speech with
some emotional text labels. This additional information could
give the user of the transcribed texts database the additional
information about the meaning of the sentence. This
additional emotional state information is useful when
searching some special meaning of the words or presenting
the texts without the audio data for hearing impaired or when
the audio channel is not available.
Also a very useful application for emotional speech

recognition engine is the area of the human machine
interaction and virtual agents. There are some experiments
with virtual agents, interacting on the emotional state of the
human and trying to also place the speech synthesis [12] in
the dialog and the whole virtual agent behavior in the same
emotion, and make the communication friendlier for the endusers.
These preliminary results give us the knowledge for
building the spontaneous emotional database, and
spontaneous emotional speech recognition engine.
In the future we would like to tune the algorithms of
training and the feature extraction process. Also the posed
emotional speech database is not useful for spontaneous
emotional speech recognition, so the annotated spontaneous
speech database will be built from previously recorded live
TV discussions.
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